Memoryand Appreciation
Ruth Easser died in Toronto on September 11, 1975 . This ended a career of great distinction in psychiatry and psychoanalysis.
. She was born in Toronto, graduated In Medicine from the University of Toronto in 1945, and interned at the Ottawa C~vic Hospital. She then went to New York CIty, where she took her training in psychiatry and psychoanalysis in the years 1946 -1949. Dr Ruth Easser married Dr. Stanley R. Lesser, a fellow psychiatrist and psychoanalyst, and much of their professional work was done together. They conducted an ongoing research evaluation of hysteria and the meaning of affects, as well as a study of perceptual styles, defence organization and ego development by comparing deaf, blind and economically deprived preschool children.
In 1970 they and their four children moved to Toronto, where Dr. Easser joined the staffs of the University of Toronto and the Mount Sinai Hospital. In the ensuing five years she once again made outstanding contributions as a psychiatric teacher.
In 1973 Dr. Easser was honoured by Columbia University in being asked to deliver the Seventeenth Annual Sandor Rado Lecture, being the first graduate of the Columbia Psychoanalytic Clinic to receive that distinction. Her address "Empathic Inhibition and Psychoanalytic Technique", is a contribution which will undoubtedly become of permanent importance in the treatment of narcissistic personality disorder.
In 1974 she received the Gurston S. Allen Research Award for her co-authorship of a DR. B. RUTH EASSER study of attitudes towards therapeutic abortion in a general hospital. She became the first Chairman of the National Scientific Program Committee of the Canadian Psychoanalytic Society.
Ruth Easser had a remarkably incisive mind, a preeminent clarity of thought and speech, and a warm and caring intuitiveness which won her the great respect and admiration of her colleagues. She was a person with true cou~age; that is,. the willingness to speak directly the pamful truth. She was looked up to by men, who respected and admired her honesty and strength. She had very special feelings from other women -a compound of love, respect and pride and carried their hopes, as a model, demonstrating great success combined with the highest quality of integrity and humaneness.
With her passing, psychiatry has lost an outstanding member from the ranks of its practitioners and teachers. She leaves a host of colleagues whose future work and attitudes will long reflect the inspiration she provided.
On November 21, 1975, the first B. Ruth Easser Memorial Lecture was given by Ruth's colleague and friend, Hilde Bruch. It is planned that this will be an annual occasion, when tribute will be paid to the contributions of this distinguished Canadian psychiatrist.
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